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ABSTRACT

Formerly by common perception, a job in a public sector undertaking was considered as most prestigious and highly

rewarding both during job tenure - job security and safety and also after retirement of a person by post retirement

benefits - Gratuity, Pension, Commutation, Provident Fund and the like. The family of the employee is protected even

after his or her demise in any case by certain benefits as Spouse Pension, employment of spouse on compassionate

grounds suited to his/her qualifications and competencies and the like. It is observed that in such situations, job

security and safety are slowly waning off in the recent past. This study aims to analyze the PSE- Public Sector

Enterprises employees’ perception towards recent employees’ recruitment practices in public sector enterprises in the

changing scenario.
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Managers.
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INTRODUCTION

Production and performance of any business unit is purely determined by nature of workforce it has. In recent years

man power recruitment practices have drastically changed both in public and private sector organizations. Now, the

concept of talent acquisition based short term recruitment is placed with the options of hiring and firing the work

force as and when the need arise. Formerly, a job in a public sector undertakings, are considered as most prestigious

and highly rewarding both during job tenure and also after retirement of a person and the family of the employee

also get benefits after his or her demise. Such situations of job security and safety are slowly waning off in the

recent past.

CURRENT PERCEPTIONS OF EMPLOYEES IN PUBLIC SECTOR ENTERPRISES AND

CHANGING TRENDS

The study was conducted among respondents, who volunteered to participate themselves in the survey and share

their experiences. Small samples of respondents were approached and Equal Samples were collected from two

Public Sector Enterprises Indian Telephone Industries and Malabar Cements Ltd. Sample population feel that

getting employed in the Public Sector Enterprises ensure a bright career for them, their job is considered as

prestigious, well paid i.e., with good salary package, realization of post-retirement benefits, chances for promotions,

offers high social security benefits, ensure job security, less job stress, offering of pleasant work environment with
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good amenities and infrastructure. Sample employees feel that recent changes in employees recruitment practices in Public

Sector Enterprises has started withering the traditional recruitment practices and benefits of hiring employees. In new

recruitment practices, Public Sector Enterprises are adopting flexibility in employees hiring for right sizing the

organization by reducing employees’ strength, to reduce their expenses, reduction in various monetary and also reduce the

role of labour unions in hiring policies.

REASONS FOR CHANGING TRENDS

One of the primary reasons for the change in man power recruitment in Public Sector Units are carried with the aim to

optimize the high expenses incurred by the organization as payment of salaries by way of hiring permanent employees is a

long term commitment. Another, reason is that nowadays there are more avenues of job opportunities for the potential

candidate both in private sector organizations and overseas job opportunities with promising avenues of career growth. In

addition, advancement in education among the youth have influenced them to search for a job that suits their area of

interest or area of specialization in which the job aspiring candidate hold an under graduation or post-graduation degree.

So, it can be rightly construed that, both job providers and job seekers determine the priorities and recruitment practices in

current job market.

LITERATURE REVIEWS

A brief selected review of studies pertaining to HRM practices in Public Sector Enterprises and their employee recruitment

practices are reviewed.

 Geeta Kumari and K. M. Pandey (2011), survey analysis reflected that both the private and public sectors job

holders’ attitude toward their job vary based on the extent of their job experience.

 Tapas Das et.al (2012) studies on employees’ perceptions about organisation's new approach to manpower

planning address challenges in man power retention if the organisation does not take initiatives on career

development of employees

 Ovidiu-Iliuta Dobre (2013) analysed the drivers of employee motivation to high levels of organizational

performance and found that there is a positive relationship between employee motivation and organizational

effectiveness,

 Simon Amegashie-Viglo (2014) investigated on the widely held perception that recruitment and selection into

public sector organisations (Ghana Water Company in Ho) are influenced greatly by political interference, family

connections, religious affiliation and the payment of money.

 Ana Veloso1*, Shay Tzafrir2 and Guy Enosh3(2015), School of Psychology, University of Minho, Portugal

attempted to determine whether there are any differences in how employees perceive HRM in public and private

organizations, and to characterize the nature of those differences if they exist. The researchers found that there are

differences between perceptions of employees of Public and Private sectors and that the employees of private

organizations perceive HRM as operational and also strategic, and acknowledge more diversity and specialization

concerning the HRM practices.

Khatri (2016) had registered poor HRM practices of Public Sector Enterprises because of high of interference
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from labour unions, in recruiting employees of poor competencies leading to poor employee performances for a high

remuneration job.

Gupta (2016) explicitly claimed that HRM practices of BHEL are very effective and more practical too. The

author also suggests that Navaratna Public Sector Enterprises to focus on Human Resource Planning (HRP) - Employee

Selection, Recruitment, Training And Development, Performance Assessment and Compensation Payments.

S. Nava Rethna Bala Kumari and Dr. R. Rathiha (2017) analyzed employees’ perceptions on the recruitment and

selection process in public sector and private sector banks and found that the recruitment and selection process is effective

but still there are enough scope for improvement

Pre-Doctoral report submitted by Gupta et al., (2018) acknowledged that Indians prefer to take up jobs in Public

Sector Organization as they felt their job will be secure, self-motivated to move forward in the career ladders and will be

paid adequately, including various social and monetary benefits.

Mukherjee et al., (2019) pointed out the talent attraction practices of Public Sector Units are almost common in

nature, mostly focused on efficiency and productivity considering time and economic cost.

Mukherjee et al., (2020) have registered in their report that Public Sector Enterprises contribution to the Indian

Economic development by way of revenues and as a one of the major avenues of job opportunities. Though India is

considered as one of the top few countries in the world that owns large public sector organization, majority of Public

Sector Enterprises are suffering with issues like major loss, heavy operational expenses and heavy operational

inefficiencies.

Understanding their loss / poor profit operational status, many of Public Sector Enterprises have developed

innovative strategies to regain their growth targets that include revival of HRM practices of Public Sector Enterprises

comprises of various process right from recruitment of employees, training employees adequately, provide good and safe

work environment, offer different social security benefits and even monitor the post-retirement benefits as adequate

pension payment.

Kristina Potočnik, Neil R. Anderson, Marise Born, Martin Kleinmann & Ioannis Nikolaou ( 2021)attempted a

study on “Paving the way for research in recruitment and selection: recent developments, challenges and future

opportunities” around three super ordinate areas: a) recent developments in selection research, covering findings on

validities of selection methods, expanding the criterion space, and applicant reactions and impression management; b)

recent developments in recruitment research, paying attention to the evidence around recruitment methods and applicant

attraction; and c) new technology in recruitment and selection. Further the researchers suggested that the recruitment and

selection research to truly embrace the multi-level research paradigm to shed more light on how individual, team, and

organizational-level predictors explain the pre and post-hire outcomes across the whole organization

R. Imucheri and S.J. Kakuba (2022) studied the overall impact of the recruitment process on employee job

performance and concluded that job analysis has a considerable impact on employee performance. Further it is added that

there is a need to strengthen the human resource process so that organizational managers do job analyses and that

employees and management have clear knowledge about the job. It is further identified that Employee orientation has a

considerable impact on employee performance, according to statistical studies and Job analysis, selection, and orientation
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have a good and significant effect on employee performance.

ISSUES FOCUSED IN THE ARTICLE - RESEARCH GAP

The above reviews of literature reflect that over the years, the employee recruitment procedures have undergone radical

changes. Earlier, certain eligibility test, interviews and personal interviews were conducted to recruit employees directly in

Public Sector Enterprises. Later, Public Sector Enterprises went on to indirect recruitment methods like making a "call-for

" in Newspapers, Radio, Television and the like through advertisement to recruit people. Recently, the trend of recruitment

through employment agencies is on process. Employees recruited in any one of the mode is observed to be deprived of

certain facilities as compared to permanent employees of similar or same job profile of candidates recruited by Direct

recruitment process. It is also further observed that Invariably Direct recruitment candidates realize self-satisfied, well-paid

jobs that include various social security benefits. On contrary employees recruited through indirect recruitment process as

agencies are paid less, his/her job is temporary in nature and they do not get access to either leave benefits or social

security benefits, as compared to the benefits enjoyed by a permanent employees. The prevailing perceptual differences in

employees’ recruitment in Public Sector Enterprises has given an understanding to the researcher as a research gap and

motivated the researcher conduct this study.

LIMITATIONS

The study is focused to a limited number of Public Sector Enterprises of Palakkad and cannot be extended to larger

geography as opinion survey is prone to variations with demography.

The outcome of research can be an index and not an exhaustive study

The samples are limited to 60 respondents because of the limitations of time and other resources.

The study is based on opinion research which is liable for aberrations to time.

The personal bias of the perceptions of the respondents cannot be ruled out.

OBJECTIVES

 To analyze the Public Sector Enterprises employees’ perception towards recent employees’ recruitment practices

in public sector enterprises

 To analyze the recent trends in recruitment in selected Public Sectors.

 To examine the impact of recent trends in recruitment in selected Public Sectors on the employment seekers in

public sectors.

 Implications of changing trends of recruitment practices in public sectors.

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

Population Profile of the Sample Considered for the Study

The total population of the sample considered for Survey is 60 respondents in which 45 respondents are men and

15 respondents are women i.e., 75 per cent respondents are male employees and 25 per cent of the respondents are female

employees of Public Sector Enterprises.
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45 per cent of the respondent employees are middle aged - aged between 41-50 years and 55% per cent of the

respondent employees belong to other age group.

68 per cent of the sample respondents are found to be either graduates or post-graduates and 32 percent are Non

Graduates.

Around 85 per cent of the sample of respondents is categorized as permanent employees and rest of the 15 per

cent respondents is either temporary or contract workers.

60 per cent of the respondent employees are deployed in non-technical operations, and 11.67 per cent of the

sample respondents as semi-skilled work of the Public Sector Enterprises employees and 28.33 per cent of the sample

respondents are found to be skilled employees.

The sample respondents are grouped as Administration and front office (46.67 per cent), Production, (11.67 per

cent), Technical section (11.66 per cent), Finance (16.67 per cent) and Sales/Marketing (13.33per cent).

Further, it has been recorded that 75 per cent of the respondents have work experience of more than 10 years in

the same organization and 25% have less than 10years experience.

SELECTION OF AREA OF STUDY

Palakkad was chosen as the area of geography of study with Indian Telephone Industries and Malabar Cements as sample

Public Sector Enterprises considered for study.

SAMPLING METHOD

This study aims to analyze the Public Sector Enterprises employees’ perception towards recent employees’ recruitment

practices in public sector enterprises functioning in, Palakkad Kerala. Convenient Sampling Plan is considered for the

study. The study was conducted among 60 respondents, who volunteered to participate in the survey and share their

Opinion. Equal samples of 30 respondents from each of the two Public Sector Enterprises - Indian Telephone Industries

(Central Public Sector Enterprise) and Malabar Cements Ltd., (State Public Sector Enterprise) a small sample of thirty (30

x 2 = 60) were approached for data collection. The survey was focused to Palakkad District only.

Research Design

Descriptive Research Design is considered for the study

Sampling Plan

Convenient Sampling Plan is considered for the study

Data Collection Method

Opinion Survey Method is used for data Collection

Data Collection Tool

Questionnaire was used as the data collection tool.
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Profile of Sample

All Employees of Indian Telephone Industries and Malabar Cements are considered as population universe

Statistical Tools Used

Simple Percentage analysis, Bar Chart, Garret's Rank Method, Multiple Regression are the statistical tools that were used

to analyze the data in this study.

Data Analysis, Results and Discussions

Percentage Analysis

Table 1-A: Gender Distribution of Population

Sl No. Gender Percentage

1 Male 75

2 Female 25

3 Total 100

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Out of the total population considered 75 % of the population is males and 25 % of the population is Females

Table 1- B: Educational Qualification

Sl No. Qualification Percentage

1 Graduate 68

2 Non Graduate 32

3 Total 100

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Out of the total population considered 68 % of the population is Graduates and 32 % of the population is Non-Graduates

Table 1-C: Employment Permanent /Temporary or Contract

Sl. No. Nature of Employment Percentage

1 Permanent 85

2 Temporary or Contract 15

3 Total 100

Source: Primary Data
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Inference

Out of the total population considered 85% of the population is Permanent Employees and 15 % of the population is

Temporary or Contract Employees.

Table 1- D: Nature of Work

Sl No. Nature of Employment Percentage

1 Non-Technical 60.00

2 Semi-Skilled 11.67

3 Technical 28.33

Total 100.00

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Out of the total population considered 60% of the population is Non-Technical Employees and 11.67 % of the population

is Semi-Skilled Employees and 28.33% of the population is Technical Employees.

Table 1- E: Distribution as per Function

Sl No. Nature of Employment Percentage

1 Administration & Front Office 46.67

2 Production 11.67

3 Technical Section 11.66

4 Finance 16.67

5 Sales and Marketing 13.33

3 Total 100.00

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Out of the total population considered 46.67 % of the population work in Administration and Front Office are Non-

Technical Employees and 11.67 % of the population work in Production Department 11.66 % of the population work in

Technical Section 16.67 % of the population work in Finance Department 13.33% of the population work in Sales and

Marketing Department.
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Table 1- F: Work Experience

Sl No. Work Experience Percentage

1 More than 10 years 75

2 Less than 10 years 25

3 Total 100

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Out of the total population considered 75 % of the population has more than 10 years’ experience and 25 % of the

population has Less than 10 years’ experience

Table 1- G: Employees Recruitment Procedures in Public Sector Enterprises

Sl.
No

Means of Recruitment

N
o.

 
of

R
es

po
nd

en
ts

P
er

ce
nt

ag
e

1.

Through CET-Common

Eligibility Test conducted by

NRA-National Recruitment

Agency

3 5.00

2. Direct Selection 43 71.67

3.
Through Hiring of Demised

Family Member’s Positions
5 8.33

4. Others 9 15.00

Total 60 100.00

Source: Primary Data

Inference

From the above table it is inferred that 71.67 per cent of the Public Sector Enterprises employees are recruited directly i.e.,

after successful clearance of written test, one-on-one interview and after attaining training sessions. 8.33% of recruitment

was made on compassionate grounds in Public Sector Enterprises due to sudden demise of family member (Employees of

Public Sector Enterprises), 5 per cent have been recruited by Common Eligibility Test conducted by National Recruitment

Agency and rest of the 15 per cent are either temporary or as contract workers recruited through placement agencies.
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Table 2: Reasons Stated by Employees” for Joining Public Sector Enterprises

Reasons

P
ri

m
ar

y
R

ea
so

n

Se
co

nd
ar

y
R

ea
so

n

O
ne

of
 t

he
R

ea
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n

Su
m

M
ea

n

O
ve

ra
ll

P
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e

R
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k

Bright Career Options
20

(33.33)
17

(28.33)
23

(38.33)
117 1.95 65.00 4

Prestigious Positions
3

(5.00)
19

(31.67)
38

(63.33)
85 1.42 47.33 10

Goods Salary Package
10

(16.67)
27

(45.00)
23

(38.33)
107 1.78 59.33 6

After Retirement Benefits
16

(26.67)
17

(28.33)
27

(45.00)
109 1.82 60.67 5

Chances for Promotions
13

(21.67)
16

(26.67)
31

(51.67)
102 1.70 56.67 9

High Social Security Benefits
16

(26.67)
26

(43.33)
18

(30.00)
118 1.97 65.67 3

Job Security
26

(43.33)
17

(28.33)
17

(28.33)
129 2.15 71.67 2

Less Job Stress
15

(25.00)
15

(25.00)
30

(50.00)
105 1.75 58.33 8

Likeness for Public Sector Jobs
25

(41.67)
20

(33.33)
15

(25.00)
130 2.17 72.33 1

Good Amenities & Infrastructure
16

(26.67)
14

(23.33)
30

(50.00)
106 1.77 59.00 7

Source: Primary Data

Inference

Sample respondents have said that they preferred to take-up job in Public Sector Enterprises: 72.33 per cent because of

likeness for Public Sector Jobs 71.67 per cent because of job security,65.67 per cent because of high social security

benefits 65 per cent because of bright career options 60.67 per cent because of After Retirement Benefits 59.33 per cent

because of good salary package 59 per cent because of Good Amenities & Infrastructure 58.33 per cent because of, less

job stress 56.67 per cent because of Chances for promotions 47.33 per cent because of Prestigious Positions.

Table 3: Awareness on Employees’ perceptions Related to Recruitment Practices in Public Sector Enterprises

Sl. No Level No. of. Respondents Percentage
1. Very Well Aware 10 16.66
2. Aware 27 45.00
3. Moderately Aware 15 25.00
4. Not Aware 7 11.67
5. No Idea 1 1.67

Total 60 100
Source: Primary Data

Inference

As per the survey interpretation nearly 61.66 per cent of the sample population is either well aware or aware of the recent

changes, related to employees’ requirement practices in Public Sector Enterprises.
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Table 4: Multiple Regressions Test Association between Employee’s Preferences to Join Public Sector
Enterprises vs. Awareness on Employees’ perceptions Related To Recruitment Practices in Public Sector

Enterprises

Correlation and regression value of individual variables are presented in the below mentioned table

R Value R2 Value Adjusted R2 F Value Sig
.859 .738 .544 0.351 .001

Level of Significance: 5 per cent

H0: There exists No rational association between employee’s preference to join Public Sector Units and their aware of

the policies recently changed by the Public Sector Units’ in employee’s recruitment.

H1: There exists rational association between employee’s preference to join Public Sector Units and their awareness

of the policies recently changed by the Public Sector Units’ in employee’s recruitment.

The dependent variable considered is, the awareness of the recent changed recruitment policies by the Public

Sector Enterprises in employee’s recruitment and the independent variable is the employee’s preferences to join Public

Sector Units.

Employee’s preferences to join Public Sector Units (Y1) = β0 + β1 BRCO + β2 PRPO +β3 GOSP + β4 AFRB +

β5 CHPR + β6 HSSB + β7 JOSE + β8 LJST + β9 LPSJ + β10 GAIN + e

Where, Y1= Employee’s preferences to join Public Sector Units, β0 = Intercept, β1-β10= Slopes (estimates of

coefficients), Bright Career Options (BRCO), Prestigious Positions (PRPO), Goods Salary Package (GOSP), After

Retirement Benefits (AFRB), Chances for Promotions (CHPR), High Social Security Benefits (HSSB), Job Security

(JOSE), Less Job Stress (LJST), Likeness for Public Sector Jobs (LPSJ), Good Amenities & Infrastructure (GAIN) and e =

Random error, which the author assumed as NID (Non-Identical Distributed)for this research Level of Significance: 5 per

cent

Y1 = 2.618+.087 X1+.124X2+.032 X3+.056 X4+.122 X5+.065 X6+.053 X7+.211 X8+.021 X9+.047 X10

At end of the multivariate analysis test it has been observed that F ratio (0.351) is statistically significant at 5 per

cent level. Similarly, the computed regression value falls with significant, it establishes mark of 85.90 per cent relationship

between the variables tested and the coefficient of correlation (R) value is found to be.859, (R2) value is.738 it establishes

good relationship between variables tested. Hence the hypothesis framed stands accepted and it has been clear from the

above results that there exists rational association between employee’s preference to join Public Sector Units and their

awareness of the policies recent changed by the Public Sector Units in employee’s recruitment.
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Table 5: Association Between Employee’s Preferences to Join Public Sector Enterprises Vs. Awareness Toward
Recent Changes Related to Employees Recruitment Practices in Public Sector Enterprises

Variables

Un standardized
Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients t

value
Sig.

Collinearity
Statistics

Β Std. Error Beta
Tolera

nce VIF

Constants 2.618 .934 - 2.805 .007 - -
Bright Career Options .087 .184 .078 0.475 .037 .710 1.409
Prestigious Positions .124 .249 .077 0.499 .020 .804 1.244
Goods Salary Package .032 .210 .024 0.153 .009 .773 1.294
After Retirement Benefits .056 .215 .049 0.263 .004 .744 1.837
Chances for Promotions .122 .212 .103 0.577 .007 .894 1.685
High Social Security
Benefits

.065 .200 .052 0.326 .046 .753 1.328

Job Security .053 .219 .047 0.242 .010 .812 1.952
Less Job Stress .211 .183 .184 1.149 .026 .740 1.352
Likeness for Public Sector
Jobs

.021 .178 .018 0.119 .006 .843 1.186

Good Amenities &
Infrastructure

.047 .162 .042 0.289 .004 .910 1.099

Source: Primary Data. Level of Significance: 5 per cent

Inference

Out of ten parameters statements considered all variables were statistically significant. The standardized co-efficient beta

column reveals that employee’s preferences to join Public Sector Units have met beta standard co-efficient 2.618 which is

statistically significant at.007. The computed Tolerance values and VIF (Variance Inflated Factor) fall within the set marks

i.e., Tolerance values were above.500 and VIF were with five per cent of Tolerance value.

Predicated Value of Employee’s preferences to join Public Sector Units = 2.618 (Constant)

±.087 (Bright Career Options)

±.124 (Prestigious Positions)

±.032 (Goods Salary Package)

±.056 (After Retirement Benefits)

±.122 (Chances for Promotions)

±.065 (High Social Security Benefits)

±.053 (Job Security)

±.211 (Less Job Stress)

±.021 (Likeness for Public Sector Jobs)

±.047 (Good Amenities & Infrastructure)

As per the multiple regression analysis results, it has been concluded all ten variable were found to be statistically

significant.
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Table 6: (Garrat Rank Method) - Employees’ Opinion on Recent Changes in Employees’ Recruitment Policies in
Public Sector Enterprises

Reasons

Su
m

M
ea

n

O
ve

ra
ll

P
er

ce
nt

ag
e

R
an

k

Both Central and State Public Sector Units has Started Withering their
Responsibilities towards Employees of Public Sector Units

108 1.80 60.00 8

Adoption of Flexibility in Employees Hiring and Retrenchment 100 1.67 55.67 10
Reduction of Various Monetary Benefits Offered to the Public Sector
Units Employees

121 2.02 67.33 1

Reduction in the Role of Labour Unions 115 1.92 64.00 4
Provision for Fixed Term of Employment 114 1.90 63.33 5
Direct Negotiation with the Employees on Recruitment Terms Avoiding
the Role of Middlemen/Contractors/Agents

118 1.97 65.67 3

Recent Time Increase in Contract or Temporary Employees Size (Gig
workers)

121 2.02 67.33 1

Consolidated Salary Payment 112 1.87 62.33 7
Reduction in Social Benefits Offered 113 1.88 62.67 6
Others 101 1.68 56.00 9

Source: Primary Data

Inference

As per the surveyed respondents opinion they feel that in recent times there is an increase in the recruitment of temporary

or contract employees and at the same time monetary benefits paid to them have also be cut-down. It has also reflected in

the direct negotiation with the employees excluding the role of intermediaries like labour unions and employees’ in Public

Sector Enterprises are recruited on contract tenures of say 2 years, 3 years or six months and the like. Middle level

employees participated in the survey also feel that there is a reduction in social security welfare benefits offered to an

worker /employee, withering the perquisites towards employees of Public Sector Units, in order to reduce mounting salary

bills, post retirement bills and also adoption of flexibility in employees hiring and retrenchment.

Table 7: Employees’ Responses to the Recent Changes Announced by the Public Sector Enterprises in Employees
Recruitment Policies

Sl. No Policies
No. of.

Respondents
Percentage

1. Welcomed One 4 6.67

2.
Need Future
Correction

27 45.00

3. Not Acceptable 14 23.33
4. No Comment 15 25.00

Total 60 100
Source: Primary Data

Inference

The Sample employees of Public Sector Enterprises surveyed have opined that Human Resource Managers and Recruiting

agencies have to draft new strategic plans and before implementing new changes in employee recruitment in Public Sector

Enterprises as they feel that certain initiatives taken in employees’ recruitment by Public Sector Enterprises are

unacceptable.
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45 % of respondents opined that there is a “Need Future Correction” with regard to recent changes announced by

the Public Sector Enterprises employees’ recruitment policies

25 % of respondents opined “No Comments” with regard to recent changes announced by the Public Sector

Enterprises employees’ recruitment policies

23.33 % of respondents opined that the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises employees

recruitment policies is “Not Acceptable”

6.67 % of respondents welcomed the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises employees’

recruitment policies

Table 8: Multiple Regression Test - Association between Employees Recent Changes in Employees Recruitment

Policies and Their Responses in Public Sector Enterprise

Correlation and regression value of individual variables are presented in the below mentioned table.

R Value R2 Value Adjusted R2 F Value Sig
.868 .755 .570 1.372 .021

Level of Significance: 5 per cent

Y1 = 3.489+.278X1+.333 X2+.240 X3+.329 X4+.058 X5+.343 X6+.052 X7+.061 X8+.012 X9+.026 X10

H0: There exists No close association between Public Sector Units’ employees’ opinion on the recent changes in

technology, economic recession and competition from private sector, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its

employees’ recruitment policies and their responses to the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises in

employees’ recruitment policies.

H1: There exists close association between Public Sector Units’ employees’ opinion on the recent changes in

technology, economic recession and competition from private sector forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its

employees’ recruitment policies and their reaction to the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises in

employees’ recruitment policies.

The dependent variable considered are the reaction to the recent employees recruitment policies changes

announced by the Public Sector Enterprises and the independent variable was Employees opinion on recent changes in

technology, economic recession and competition from private sectors, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its

employees’ recruitment policies.

Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and competition from private sectors,

forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its employees recruitment policies (Y1) = β0 + β1 GBCS + β2 AFEH +β3

EVMB + β4 RRLU + β5 PFTE + β6 DVER + β7 RTIC + β8 CSAP + β9 ROBO + β10 OTHS + e

Where,

Y1= Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and competition from private

sectors, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its employees recruitment policies, β0 = Intercept, β1-β10= Slopes

(estimates of coefficients), Public Sector Enterprises at Both Central and State has Started Withering their Welfare benefits

Responsibilities towards Employees of Public Sector Units (GBCS), Adoption of Flexibility in Employees Hiring and
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Retrenchment (AFEH), Reduction of Various Monetary Benefits Offered to the public sector units Employees (EVMB),

Reduction in the Role of Labour Unions (RRLU), Provision for Fixed Term of Employment (PFTE), Direct Negotiation

with the Employees on Recruitment Terms Avoiding the Role of Middlemen/Contractors/Agents (DVER), Recent Time

Increase in Contract or Temporary Employees Size (Gig workers) (RTIC), Consolidated Salary Payment (CSAP),

Reduction in Social Benefits Offered (ROBO), Others (OTHS) and e = Random error, which the author assumed as NID

(Non-Identical Distributed)for this research.

From the above presented multivariate analysis test, it has been observed that F ratio (1.372) is statistically

significant at 5 per cent level. Similarly, the computed regression value falls with significant, it establishes mark of 86.80

per cent relationship between the variables tested and the coefficient of correlation (R) value is found to be.868, (R2) value

is.755 it establishes good relationship between variables tested. Therefore, the hypothesis framed stands accepted and it

has been found that there exists close association between Public Sector Units employees’ opinion on the recent changes in

technology, economic recession and competition from private sector, forced the Public Sector Enterprises to change its

employees’ recruitment policies and their reaction to the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Units in

employees’ recruitment policies.

Table 9: Association between Public Sector Enterprises Employees Recent on Changes in Employees Recruitment
Policies and their Reaction

Level of Significance: 5 per cent

Out of ten parameters statements considered all variables were statistically significant. The standardized co-

efficient beta column reveals that Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and

competition from private sectors, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its employees’ recruitment policies have met

beta standard co-efficient 3.489 which is statistically significant at.001. The computed Tolerance values and VIF (Variance

Inflated Factor) fall within the set marks i.e., Tolerance values were above.500 and VIF were with five per cent of
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Tolerance value.

Predicated Value of Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and competition

from private sectors, forced Public Sector Units to change its employees recruitment policies = 3.489 (Constant)

±.278 (Public Sector Units at Both Central and State has Started Withering their Responsibilities towards

Employees of Public Sector Units)

±.333 (Adoption of Flexibility in Employees Hiring and Retrenchment)

±.240 (Reduction of Various Monetary Benefits Offered to the Public Sector Units Employees)

±.329 (Reduction in the Role of Labour Unions)

±.058 (Provision for Fixed Term of Employment)

±.343 (Direct Negotiation with the Employees on Recruitment Terms Avoiding the Role of

Middlemen/Contractors/Agents)

±.052 (Recent Time Increase in Contract or Temporary Employees Size (Gig workers))

±.061 (Consolidated Salary Payment)

±.012 (Reduction in Social Benefits Offered)

±.026 (Others)

As per the multiple regression analysis results, it has been concluded all ten variable were found to be statistically

significant

Summary of Findings

Results from

Table 1: A Gender Distribution of Population:

Out of the total population considered 75 % of the population is males and 25 % of the population is Females

Table 1 B Educational Qualification

Out of the total population considered 68 % of the population is Graduates and 32 % of the population is Non-Graduates

Table 1 C Employment Permanent /Temporary or Contract

Out of the total population considered 85% of the population is Permanent Employees and 15 % of the population is

Temporary or Contract Employees.

Table 1 D Nature of Work

Out of the total population considered 60% of the population is Non-Technical Employees and 11.67 % of the population

is Semi-Skilled Employees and 28.33% of the population is Technical Employees.
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Table 1 E: Distribution as per function

Out of the total population considered 46.67 % of the population work in Administration and Front Office are Non-

Technical Employees and 11.67 % of the population work in Production Department 11.66 % of the population work in

Technical Section 16.67 % of the population work in Finance Department 13.33% of the population work in Sales and

Marketing Department.

Table: 1- F Work Experience:

Out of the total population considered 75 % of the population has more than 10 years’ experience and 25 % of the

population has Less than 10 years’ experience

Table: 1- G: Employees Recruitment Procedures in Public Sector Enterprises

 71.67 per cent of the Public Sector Enterprises employees are recruited directly

 8.33% of the respondents are recruited on compassionate grounds

 5 per cent of the respondents are recruited after Eligibility Test conducted by National Recruitment Agency

 15 per cent of the respondents are either temporary or contract base workers recruited through placement

agencies.

Results from Table 2

The following are the opinion of respondents as reasons for securing jobs in Public Sector Units:

 72.33 per cent of respondents opined overall likeness / desire for Public Sector Jobs,

 71.67 per cent of respondents expressed desire for job security

 65.67 per cent of respondents expressed desire for high social security benefits,

 65 per cent of respondents expressed desire for bright career options

 60.67 per cent of respondents expressed desire for Post Retirement Benefits

 59.33 per cent of respondents expressed desire for Good Salary Package

 59 per cent of respondents expressed desire for Good Amenities and Infrastructure

 58.33 per cent respondents expressed desire for less job stress and

 56.67 per cent of respondents expressed desire for more Chances of promotions

 47.33 per cent respondents expressed desire for opportunities to reach Prestigious Positions

Results from Table 3

Awareness on Employees’ Perceptions Related to Recruitment Practices in Public Sector Enterprises

As per the survey interpretation nearly 61.66 per cent of the sample population is either well aware or aware of the recent

changes, related to employees’ requirement practices in Public Sector Enterprises.
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Results from Table 4: Multiple Regression Analysis

Association between Employee’s Preferences to Join Public Sector Enterprises vs. Awareness on Employees’ Perceptions

Related to Recruitment Practices in Public Sector Enterprises

Multiple Regression analysis revealed that there exist rational association between employee’s preference to join

Public Sector Units and their awareness towards recent changed policies in employee’s recruitment by the Public Sector

Enterprises.

Results from Table 5: Multiple Regression Analysis with VIF-Variance Inflation Factor

Association Between Employee’s Preferences To Join Public Sector Enterprises Vs. Awareness Toward Recent Changes

Related To Employees Recruitment Practices In Public Sector Enterprises

Multiple Regression analysis with VIF (Variance Inflated Factor) revealed that

The entire following ten variables were found to be statistically significant in Employee's Preference to Choice

Employment in Public Sector Enterprises.

 Employee’s preferences to join Public Sector Units = 2.618 (Constant)

 ±.087 (Bright Career Options)

 ±.124 (Prestigious Positions)

 ±.032 (Goods Salary Package)

 ±.056 (After Retirement Benefits)

 ±.122 (Chances for Promotions)

 ±.065 (High Social Security Benefits)

 ±.053 (Job Security)

 ±.211 (Less Job Stress)

 ±.021 (Likeness for Public Sector Jobs)

 ±.047 (Good Amenities & Infrastructure)

As per the above multiple regression analysis results, it has been concluded all ten variable were found to be

statistically significant.

Results from Table 6 - Garrett Ranking Analysis

Employees’ Opinion on Recent Changes in Employees’ Recruitment Policies in Public Sector Enterprises

 67.33 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Reduction of Various Monetary Benefits Offered to the Public

Sector Units Employees

 67.33 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Recent Time Increase in Contract or Temporary Employees

Size (Gig workers)
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 65.67 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Direct Negotiation with the Employees on Recruitment Terms

Avoiding the Role of Middlemen/ Contractors/ Agents

 64 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Reduction in the Role of Labour Unions

 63.33 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Provision for Fixed Term of Employment

 62.67 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Reduction in Social Benefits Offered

 62.33Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Consolidated Salary Payment

 Public Sector Enterprises

 60 Per cent Both Central and State Public Sector Enterprises has Started Withering their employment retention

Responsibilities towards Non Performing talents / Employees of Public Sector Units

 56 Per cent of respondents opined for other Miscellaneous Reasons

 55.67 Per cent of respondents opined that there is a Adoption of Flexibility in Employees Hiring and

Retrenchment

Results from Table 7: Simple Percentage Analysis – Employees’ Response to the Recent Changes Announced By the

Public Sector Enterprises in Employees Recruitment Policies

 45 Per cent of the respondents opined that recent changes announced by the public sector enterprises In

Employees Recruitment Policies Need Future Correction

 25 Per cent of the respondents expressed “No Comment “on the recent changes announced by the Public Sector

Enterprises in Employees Recruitment Policies.

 23.33 Per cent of the respondents opined that the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises In

Employees Recruitment Policies is " Not Acceptable

 6.67 Per cent of the respondents has “Welcomed “the recent changes announced by the Public Sector Enterprises

in Employees Recruitment Policies.

Results from Table 8: Multiple Regression Test -

Association between Public Sector Enterprises Employees Recent On Changes in Employees Recruitment Policies and

Their Responses.

There exists close association between Public Sector Units employees’ opinion on the recent changes in

technology, economic recession and competition from private sector, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its

employees’ recruitment policies and their reaction to the recent changes in employees’ recruitment policies.

Announced by the Public Sector Enterprises

Results from Table 9 Multiple Regression Test - Association between Public Sector Enterprises Employees Recent

on Changes in Employees Recruitment Policies and their Reaction

 The multiple regression analysis results, has concluded that all the ten variables considered were found to be
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statistically significant and that the Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and

competition from private sectors, forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its employees recruitment policies

 Employees opinion on recent changes in technology, economic recession and competition from private sectors,

forced Public Sector Enterprises to change its employees recruitment policies = 3.489 (Constant)

 ±.278 (Both Central and State Public Sector Enterprises has Started Withering their Responsibilities towards

Employees of Public Sector Units)

 ±.333 (Adoption of Flexibility in Employees Hiring and Retrenchment)

 ±.240 (Reduction of Various Monetary Benefits Offered to the Public Sector Units Employees)

 ±.329 (Reduction in the Role of Labour Unions)

 ±.058 (Provision for Fixed Term of Employment)

 ±.343 (Direct Negotiation with the Employees on Recruitment Terms Avoiding the Role of

Middlemen/Contractors/Agents)

 ±.052 Recent Time Increase in Gig / Contract or Temporary Employees Size

 ±.061 (Consolidated Salary Payment)

 ±.012 (Reduction in Social Benefits Offered)

 ±.026 (Others)

Findings

Sample population feels that getting employed in the Public Sector Enterprises ensures a bright career for them, their job is

considered as prestigious, well paid i.e., with goods salary package, realization of after retirement benefits, chances for

promotions, offers high social security benefits, ensure job security, less job stress, offering of pleasant work environment

with good amenities and infrastructure. Sample employees feel that recent changes in employees recruitment practices in

both Central and State Public Sector Enterprises are adopting flexibility approach in employees hiring practices and

retrenchment of unproductive human resources to reduce their expenses, reduction in various monetary benefits offered by

the Public Sector Enterprises employees, reduction in the role of labour unions in employees’ recruitment, provision for

fixed term of employment, direct negotiation with the employees on recruitment terms avoiding the role of

middlemen/contractors/agents, increase in the volume of gig workers i.e., contract or temporary employees hired on a

consolidated salary payment with reduction in social benefits offered and reduction in others benefits too. Sample Public

Sector Enterprises employees’ surveyed feel that Human Resource Managers and Public Sector Recruiting agencies have

to draft new plans and strategically think before implementing newer changes in Public Sector Enterprises employees’

recruitment. The Public Sector Employees feel that certain initiatives taken on the recruitment practices by Public Sector

Enterprises may be reconsidered with social welfare benefits on a broader social outlook and inclusive approach.

Conclusion

Maintaining highly productive Human Capital is the need of the hour for the not only for being competitive, but also for
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the smooth functioning and sustainability of Public Sector Enterprises in India. Privatization, Liberalization and

Decentralization recruitment policies with inclusive approach and Social considerations may get Sustainable Viable Public

Sector Units. The welfare benefits could be to bring better quality of life of employees with equal considerations for

productivity, profitability and sustainability.
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